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Introduction & summary
The EU Commission has opened a public consultation on the future regulation of New GE (new
genomic techniques).1 Testbiotech has concerns that the questions put forward by the Commission
are biased towards the expected outcome: to deregulate many (most?) genetically engineered plants
by (partially or wholly) exempting them from the mandatory approval process. This is apparent
from the way in which many of the questions are formulated. Apparently, the the aim of future
legislation is to accelerate the introduction of the plants onto the market. Loaded questions are being
used to support EU Commission arguments in favour of deregulation, and are preempting the
outcome of the consultation.
In a nutshell, the Commission seems to assume that it would be sufficient to only assess the
intended traits of the resulting plants or products derived from new genomic techniques. It
Commission appears that new categories for genetically engineered plants shall be introduced, i.e.
the so-called ‘risk profiles’. This means that genetically engineered plants whose intended
characteristics are seemingly similar to conventionally-bred plants may no longer need to undergo
risk assessment.
In doing so, the Commission is ignoring the risks associated with unintended genetic changes.
There are, in fact many scientific publications providing evidence that, for example, CRISPR/Cas
applications are associated with unintended effects and specific risks. A mandatory approval process
and risk assessment are therefore vital to assess the risks in each case.
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However, instead of clarifying the risks, the EU Commission is mostly directing the attention of the
public to the potential benefits of the genetically engineered plants. Most of the questions are
directed at the latter. The problem: the supposed benefits have neither been independently nor
systematically assessed. In addition, the issue of seed patents, which is crucial for the economic
impact of New GE, has deliberately been excluded from the consultation process.
Testbiotech has made a substantial contribution to the scientific debate on the risks of NGT
organisms from the perspective of the precautionary principle. In addition to several reports and
backgrounders summarizing the current levels of scientific knowledge (Testbiotech, 2019a/b;
Testbiotech, 2020a-d; Testbiotech, 2021a-e; Testbiotech, 2022; Testbiotech & CBAN, 2022),
Testbiotech has been involved in several peer-reviewed publications about risks of NGTs (as
authors or project holders) which were received with great interest by the scientific community
(Kawall, 2019; Kawall, 2021 a/b; Kawall et al., 2020; Then et al., 2020).
Against this backdrop, Testbiotech is demanding a detailed case-by-case risk assessment within the
current EU regulatory framework. In addition, a new, complementary regulatory framework is
needed to introduce a prospective technology assessment (TA) into EU regulation. Typically, a
prospective technology assessment is performed before or in parallel to the introduction of new
technologies. TA can be used to systematically assess the impact of technologies on the
environment and health, and can include socio-economic, social or ethical issues (see, for example,
Liebert & Schmidt, 2015; Böschen et al., 2021; GAO, 2021).
In general, if genetically engineered organisms are released into the environment, their potentially
negative impacts need to be minimized. At the same time, their potentially negative impacts might
be dependent on the scale of their release, e.g. the number of organisms, different traits and species.
These effects might easily escape the risk assessment of the distinct organisms. In analogy to other
regulation aiming to protect the environment, this implies that ways must be found to effectively
reduce releases to the absolute minimum. In this context, reliable instruments and criteria are
needed to distinguish traits with ‘real benefits’ from those which are just ‘empty promises’.
Prospective technology assessment (TA) may help to define criteria for minimizing potential
adverse effects and identify applications with a credible expectation of real benefits.
Therefore, in addition to the mandatory case-by-case risk assessment, a regulatory framework for a
prospective technology assessment should be a priority for political decision-makers. The
regulatory framework should take the systemic risks of NGT into account, as these extend beyond
the individual applications, e.g. the unintended interactions of several NGT organisms within a
shared environment. It also should include robust criteria to assess the potential benefits of NGTs
for production systems and the environment. TA would thus represent a second level of scrutiny
(additional to individual risk assessment) to evaluate whether these technologies are really needed
and suitable to solve the problems at hand.
Testbiotech hopes the EU has learnt some lessons from the last few decades: political decisionmaking was not able to take measures early enough to protect nature and the environment from
being damaged by climate crises, environmental pollution and a decrease in biodiversity. When it
comes to the protection of the ‘nature of life’, we should be giving very high priority to the
precautionary principle to avoid the next ‘man-made disaster’.
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The starting point of the consultation
The Commission, in its introduction for the consultation, claims that “the European Food Safety
Authority (EFSA) has concluded that plants obtained by targeted mutagenesis and cisgenesis can
have the same risk profile as plants produced with conventional breeding”. This statement is
misleading. It should be born in mind that EFSA never provided a full and comprehensive overview
of risks caused by the intended and unintended effects of NGT plants in its (partially outdated)
previous reports (such as EFSA, 2012a/b and EFSA, 2020). For example, the most recent EFSA
opinion (2020) explicitly states that no comprehensive literature research was conducted on this
issue. In addition, several publications highlighting specific risks (for overview see, for example,
Kawall et al., 2020; Kawall, 2021a; Kawall, 2021b; Eckerstorfer et al., 2021; Testbiotech & CBAN,
2022) were not referenced in these opinions. EFSA has so far only elaborated on questions relating
to whether current guidelines and regulations on risks associated with transgenic plants could also
be applied to plants derived from NGT.
This creates the impression that plants obtained with NGT generally have the same ‘risk profile’ as
plants produced with conventional breeding, and this is not only a false claim, also it lacks
sufficient basis in the work of EFSA. It may very well be that some specific plants derived from
NGT may carry similar risks compared to plants derived from conventional breeding. However,
such conclusions can only be made after in-depth risk assessment, including specific cases and not
precluded by what the EU Commission calls ‘risk profiles’. In short, these ‘risk profiles’ as
introduced by the EU Commission, only consider the intended characteristics of the final product,
and mostly leave aside unintended effects caused by the process of NGTs.
It is hugely concerning that the EU Commission has not avoided issuing such statements as those
quoted above, as these are likely to cause greater confusion and misunderstandings, and may
ultimately influence the outcome of the consultation.

a) Questions about the regulation and risks of NGTs
The first question asks whether current regulation is considered to be adequate (“With regard to the
problems above, what is your view of the existing provisions of the GMO legislation for plants
produced by targeted mutagenesis and cisgenesis?”) and what the consequences may be for specific
sectors if the current regulation is not changed as envisaged by the Commission (“If plants obtained
by targeted mutagenesis and cisgenesis continue to be regulated under the current GMO
framework, do you expect short, medium or long term consequences for you/your activity/sector?”).
Question 3 is directed to current standards in risk assessment (“Currently, plants produced by
targeted mutagenesis and cisgenesis are risk assessed as any other GMOs. What is your view on
their risk assessment?”). Only question 4 leaves some limited opportunity for comments.
The EU Commission appears to be ignoring specific risks associated with NGT processes for
political reasons. Consequently, future GMO regulation might be based upon flawed assumptions,
and thus unfounded in reality. In general, one cannot ignore that the processes used to generate
NGT plants are complex and have both intended and unintended effects. Many of these effects are
unlikely to emerge from methods of conventional breeding (including random mutagenesis) (see for
example Kawall, 2019; Kawall, 2021 a/b). Therefore, the idea that introducing ‘risk profiles’ would
allow any conclusions to be drawn on the safety of NGT plants without detailed risk assessment,
must be rejected. Rather, all plants derived from NGT processes (including cisgenesis) should both
now and in the future undergo a mandatory approval process and detailed risk assessment, taking
the precautionary principle into account.
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Testbiotech is concerned that in many cases the answers to the questions will be strongly influenced
by the assumptions made by the EU Commission. Already in its introduction, the Commission
ignores the specific risks associated with the processes of NGT (for overview see Testbiotech &
CBAN, 2022). Consequently, future GMO regulation might be based on flawed assumptions, and
thus suffer from what appears to be the Commission’s loss of reality.
Furthermore, the Commission seems to be indicating that current regulation cannot be adapted or
further developed, and cannot therefore be applied to NGTs. However, it should be acknowledged
that the existing regulatory framework provides the scope (see ECJ decision, Case C-528/16) and
substantial flexibility needed to adapt the guidelines to the risk assessment of various NGT
applications. Even though the methodologies currently applied in risk assessment would need some
adaptation, further consideration and development, this is not something that would cause major
problems.
In addition, the wording of question 2 seems to indicate a strong bias towards the perspective of
stakeholders with an interest in introducing NGT plants. There may, however, also be many
negative consequences for specific sectors or the general public if the current regulation were to be
fragmented or discontinued. Generally speaking, there is a risk that future generations may well pay
the price for insufficient GMO regulation. Ecosystems and our livelihoods could be seriously
threatened.

b) Questions about sustainability
As a starting point, the Commission raises the expectation “that plants obtained by NGTs have the
potential to contribute to the objectives of the European Green Deal and in particular to the Farm
to Fork and Biodiversity Strategies and the United Nations’ SDGs for a more resilient and
sustainable agri-food system. Examples of potential benefits include plants more resistant to pests,
diseases and the effects of climate change (e.g. notably increasing severity and frequency of extreme
heatwaves, droughts and rainstorms) or environmental conditions in general, or requiring less
natural resources and fertilisers. NGTs could also improve the nutrient content of plants for
healthier diets, or reduce the content of harmful substances such as toxins and allergens.” However,
it is not made clear that actually none of these expectations were ever subjected to objective,
transparent or reliable scrutiny. Instead, it creates the impression that the potential of NGT plants to
solve these problems and provide the expected benefits can simply be taken for granted.
This incorrect impression is taken further in the wording of the following questions: Question 5
asks whether the assumed benefits should be included in future regulation (“Should the potential
contribution to sustainability of the modified trait of a product be taken into account in new
legislation on plants produced by targeted mutagenesis or cisgenesis?”). Question 6 asks which
characteristics may be considered to be beneficial in this context (“In your view, which of the
following traits are most relevant for contributing to sustainability?” followed by suggestions such
as resistance to stress). Question 7 suggests that incentives should be introduced to support
sustainable applications (“In your view, which of the following would be the best incentives to
encourage the development of plant products of targeted mutagenesis or cisgenesis with traits
contributing to sustainability?”). Question 8 introduces the idea of labelling specific NGT products
as ‘sustainable’ (“Do you think information about the sustainability contribution of a modified trait
of a plant produced by targeted mutagenesis or cisgenesis should be made available to the
consumer?”). Only question 9 allows limited opportunity for further comments.
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Testbiotech is once again concerned that the answers to these questions will be widely influenced
by the assumptions and expectations raised by the EU Commission. It is creating the false
impression that the hypothetical benefits of NGT plants are given fact. However, as yet there is no
established regulatory system to provide sufficiently clear and transparent standards or criteria
needed to make evidence-based decisions on sustainability and potential benefits. Therefore, no
incentives can be issued and labelling cannot be used to inform consumers. There is a high risk that,
given the current situation, misinformation and market distraction will result from the planned
initiative of the EU Commission. In this context, the experience gained from the first generation
transgenic crops should be taken into account; these were at the time not subject to adequate
technology assessment. Despite many of the expected benefits never actually materializing, none of
the products, such as herbicide resistant plants, were sanctioned or removed from the market.
Other experience gained from GE organisms can be used to exemplify the problem: for example, in
2014, EFSA published its opinion on the risk assessment of transgenic soybean MON87769, which
was supposed to have a positive effect on health by increasing the concentration of Omega-3 fatty
acids in food products (EFSA, 2014). EFSA did not assess the claims made by Monsanto about the
benefits to health and was not able to assess any long-term effects from the consumption of these
food products. Nevertheless, the Commission allowed the import of the soybeans for food
production. It is very likely that now there will be many more applications filed for approval of
products derived from NGT plants with claimed health effects. For example, Japan approved the
first ‘CRISPR tomatoes’ for use in food production in 2021. The tomatoes supposedly have a much
higher concentration of a plant compound (GABA) compared to conventionally-bred tomatoes
(Nonaka et al., 2017). GABA (γ-Aminobutyric acid) can diminish the transmission of specific
signals in the central nervous system which may, amongst others, cause lower blood pressure.
However (to our best knowledge), no detailed assessment was performed by the Japanese
authorities to assess the intended benefits nor any unintended effects caused by the consumption of
these tomatoes. Similarly to the above-mentioned case, plants which, according to the EU
Commission, are expected to “improve the nutrient content of plants for healthier diets”, would
need a detailed assessment in each and every case if the applicants make claims of sustainability.
In addition to the mandatory case-by-case risk assessment, the priority for political decision-makers
should be a complementary regulatory framework for prospective technology assessment. It should
take into account the systemic NGT risks which reach beyond the distinct applications, such as
those emanating from unintended interactions of several NGT organisms within a shared
environment. It should also include robust criteria to assess potential benefits of NGTs for
production systems and the environment. In this way, TA would represent a second level of scrutiny
(additional to case-specific risk assessment) to evaluate whether these technologies are really
needed and suitable to solve the problems at hand. While TA cannot replace the risk assessment of
the specific organisms (events), it can nevertheless help political decision-making in seeking a
balance between potential benefits and the need to reduce the overall risk of adverse effects on
biodiversity and human health. However, in the context of NGTs, the methodology for
comprehensive TA still needs to be developed.
Testbiotech emphasizes that if, in particular, any incentives are discussed, these would require clear,
transparent, reliable and enforceable assessments, standards and criteria, which allow evidencebased decisions to be made on sustainability and potential benefits predicated on a comprehensive
technology assessment. The criteria should take into account alternatives which are based on
conventional breeding, agroecology or other sectors within the food production systems. In future,
the regulator should aim to prevent releases of any NGT plants based on non-justified claims and
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empty promises. Otherwise not only market distraction and disruption will ensue from the planned
initiatives of the EU Commission, but also damage to health and the environment.

c) Detection and labelling of NGT products
Questions 10 to 12 discuss if and how NGT plants can be detected and identified, and which
information can be provided to consumers and producers along the food chain. Question 13
provides a limited opportunity for further comments.
Current EU regulation includes an obligation for the applicants to provide a detection method that is
specific to the product, i.e. it can both detect and differentiate it from other products. However, the
Commission is concerned that, while analytical methods might be able to detect the product, these
methods might not be sufficient to differentiate them from similar conventionally-bred plants.
However, it is not likely that these issues will cause major regulatory problems: the application of
site-directed nucleases (SDNs), such as CRISPR/Cas or TALENs, will in most cases lead to typical
patterns of genetic change - and these patterns can be used for identification and traceability. Only a
few plant genes are found as single genes. Unlike random mutagenesis, NGTs are able to knock out
genes present as multiple copies in the plants. Thus, whenever a crop is found in which multiple
copies of the same gene have been knocked out, it will almost certainly be an NGT product.
Consequently, plants changed through NGT can usually be very clearly distinguished from other
plants. For most NGT products, a clear signature can be found in the DNA, for instance, where the
exact same nucleotide stretch is erased. If that signature is revealed by the developer, then PCR
technology can in most cases be used to detect and monitor genome-edited products. The typical
patterns of genetic change as well as specific alterations of single DNA sequences will allow the
identification and traceability of NGT organisms in most cases (Duensing et al., 2018). Therefore, it
is essential to ensure that the companies provide the necessary data during the mandatory approval
process. Typically, methods of detection and differentiation would be possible if the relevant data
are provided. In addition to PCR, whole genome sequencing, metabolomics and information from
international registers as well as documentation transmitted through the operator chain, may all be
combined to detect and identify the NGT plants (BfN, 2022).

d) Other aspects
Questions 14 creates the impression that a change in EU regulation is needed for “improving legal
clarity in the legislation, putting in place mechanisms that facilitate easy adaptation to scientific
progress” and “a risk assessment that takes into account the characteristics and risk profile of a
final product”.
This questions is biased and misleading. It creates the impression that the Commission needs to take
urgent action to facilitate the market introduction of NGT plants. However, an EU Court of Justice
ruling in 2018 (Case C-528/16) already provided legal clarity. Furthermore, there are many
mechanisms in place to support innovation, research and development in the EU. In addition, the
characteristics of the end products are already taken into account in current regulations.
Question 15 asks which measures are most relevant for co-existence with the existing agricultural
practices (e.g. conventional, organic).
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Testbiotech agrees these are important issues: In general, measures safeguarding coexistence should
be strengthened at EU level, e.g. labeling, traceability, seed purity and protection against
contamination as well as the protection of GE-free agriculture and food production. Detection
methods are key in this context, and therefore the mandatory approval process for NGT plants
should be applied to ensure the companies do indeed provide the relevant data and the certified
reference materials. In addition, other effective measures need to be established, e.g. to monitor
contamination along the food production chain, distances between the fields, public registers, the
implementation of the “polluter pays” principle and clear liability.
Question 16 asks if regulatory measures should be included in any new legislation to facilitate
access to NGT or plant genetic resources. At the same time, the Commission states that the
consultation does include intellectual property rules such as biotechnology patents.
It seems as if the EU Commission is trying to avoid any discussion on patents currently being
granted on seeds, plants and harvest. However, any impact assessment on the market introduction of
NGT plants would be incomplete unless it considers the significant role of patents. Current EPO
practice in granting patents not only covers the new technologies, but also impacts access to the
biological resources needed by all breeders. Therefore, if breeders are pushed into using NGT
applications, the current situation at the EPO means that the unresolved problems with patents will
cause even more consolidation concentration in the seed markets, thus leaving just a few companies
with the power to control the seed markets and food production systems. The whole question
appears to be not only heavily biased but also driven by the perspective of stakeholders (patent
applicants) interested in marketing their products. No account is taken of the needs and concerns of
those SMEs which may need support to maintain their traditional methods of breeding.
Consequently, the complex problems behind this question strongly support the need for a
complementary, comprehensive and prospective technology assessment.
Question 17 is heavily biased towards the perspective of stakeholders interested in marketing their
products. This creates the impression that regulatory measures are being included in new legislation
in order to facilitate the uptake of these technologies by small and medium-sized enterprises.
Testbiotech does not share this view. Whatever the case, the idea of facilitating access could only be
discussed after a comprehensive technology assessment. We should be aware that NGT cannot be
regarded as a transformation technology in the same was as renewable energy which is necessary to
shut down energy production from fossil fuels. There is no basis for proposing that NGT should
widely replace traditional breeding. Currently, it is not possible to predict the extent, the purpose, in
which circumstances or for what outcomes NGT could be applied in plant production. There are
some interesting examples for proof of concept and a lot of (often questionable) promises, but no
criteria on how to identify real needs, ‘true’ benefits or potentially disruptive effects on the
economy and/or ecology. Therefore, without comprehensive TA, this question is misleading. In this
context, it is important to emphasize that risk assessment (of the single events) and TA (the systemic
effects of food production systems) are organised in separated regulations and should not be
confused with each other.
Question 18 provides a limited amount of opportunity to raise any additional points or provide
further information and evidence. In this context, Testbiotech again wants to emphasize the general
need for a prospective technology assessment, which is a topic that is not addressed at all in the EU
Commission consultation:
7

Due to the intended or unintended effects arising from NGT processes, the release of NGT
organisms may not be ‘neutral’ to the functioning of ecosystems. Therefore, if NGT plants or other
NGT organisms are released into the environment, their potentially negative impact needs to be
minimized. However, the potentially negative impact might be dependent on the scale of the
release, e.g. the number of NGT organisms, the different traits and species. Political decisionmaking should, therefore, not only consider the risks associated with single NGT organisms
(events), but should also take systemic risks into account. In this context, reliable instruments and
criteria are needed to distinguish traits with ‘real benefits’ from those which are just ‘empty
promises’. There should also be further consideration of the possible adverse effects on socioeconomic systems, such as food production and the breeding of plants and animals. Future scenarios
developed within prospective technology assessment may help to define criteria for minimizing
potential adverse effects and identify applications with a plausible expectation of real benefits. In
addition to mandatory risk assessment, complementary prospective technology assessment should
be made a priority for the political decision-makers – it should take the intended and unintended
effects and potential interactions into account and include the development of robust criteria to
assess potential benefits.
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